Double Sided SLEEVE BOARD

Quick Touch-ups on Hard-to-Get Areas

* Rugged Construction

* One Side is Wide (4-1/2")...
  One Side is Narrow (3-1/2")
  OVERALL LENGTH: 23-1/2"

* Durable Ironing Surface with Backing

* Wooden Core for better Heat Insulation

* Economically Priced

#SL10 Double Sided SLEEVE BOARD

Ez-Off IRON CLEANER

Removes fabric deposits, melted synthetic or plastic and starch build-up from all metal surfaces.
Works almost instantly and effortlessly while surface is still hot.
Non-abrasive, non-flammable, non-toxic. Results in cleaner, faster, easier finishing.

#A26 Ez-Off IRON CLEANER NET WEIGHT: 5-1/4 ounces per tube

ORGAN SK1 Crank-form Needles

If you like the features of M-R and other Crank-form needles, you’ll love ORGAN SK1 needles.
* Prevents SKIPPED STITCHES * Ideal for multi-directional stitching
ASK for complete details!

ORGAN Needles:
* Chrome
* Cool-Sew
* PD/Titanium
* NY-2 Taper Blade
* Special Features
* All types for All Machines

You’ve got the need… We’ve got the ORGAN needles!
The SAPPORO steam iron model #SP-527 creates voluminous steam using the simplicity of "gravity feed." It easily opens seams, flattens darts, sets pleats instantly, gives sharp creases and does more.

Easy to Use. The Sapporo SP527 steam iron is energy efficient and simple to maintain. Built-in sheathed wire heater improves thermal efficiency, shortens heating time.

Comes with water container and durable iron rest.
(Optional resin filter demineralizer eliminates need for distilled water).

It is a rugged product. Built to stand up to years of use, is comfortable to use, and its sleek design allows you to get to those hard-to-reach areas.

**SAPPORO** model #SP-527-120V
GRAVITY FEED STEAM IRON

**QUALITY FEATURES:**
* Wireless Power Switch - easily changed if necessary.
* Urethane Handle - for long life.
* Convenient Thermostat Switch - a touch gives proper steam.
* Steam & Heat Shield Plate - prevents heat & steam to be transmitted to hands.

---

**JACOBSON** Teflon Iron Shoes

**NO MORE SHINE**
Attach JACOBSON’s Teflon Iron Shoes to your irons and say goodbye to press cloths, wrong-side pressing, unnecessarily low temperature settings.

*Light as a feather…* use it on everything, all day long, making work easier.

*Aluminum Inner Liner…* distributes heat and steam over entire ironing surface with minimum steam pressure.

Specify Iron brand & model for proper shoe

**KLEEN-STEAM** Resin Filter

* Ion Exchange WATER DEMINERALIZER # DN50

* Demineralizes Water
* For Use In All Gravity Steam Irons
* Easy to Use
* Changes Color When Needs To Be Replaced
* Low Cost
* Prolongs Life of Irons

16 oz (1 Lb) * 454 grams